
HWC’S Cycling Group Rules for Safe, Responsible and Enjoyable Cycle Trips.
(document version-MCJAug2019)

Coordinating Cyclist's Responsibilities before during and after the ride, are similar to those for walks 
plus

 Coordinator to introduce all new cyclists to the group before the ride starts. 

  Some new cyclists benefit from the appointment of a Bike Buddy to make sure of their inclusion 
with fellow members at morning tea, and lunch breaks, plus the Post Ride coffee 

 Coordinator should provide a Group Safety Rules List to new cyclists. This is available from the 
Club website and from the Club Secretary. 

 Coordinator should swap mobile phone numbers with all participants as a precaution. 

 Appoint a tail end rider who has mobile phone contact with the coordinator and leading cyclists in 
case of mishap. 

 A maximum of 20 cyclists is recommended for Club trips. Coordinators have the final say on who 
and how many attend.

Riders’ responsibilities to the Coordinator and the Group are similar to those for walks 

 Inform Coordinator of any possible medical issue and have “HWC Participant’s Emergency Contact 
& Medical Information” form in a plastic bag. 

 Ensure you have the necessary equipment and capability to complete the ride.

 Rainwear, first aid kit and water should always be brought along with other clothing and food as 
appropriate for the event.

 Follow all reasonable decisions and directions of the Coordinator

 Wait until the Coordinator gives the all clear to start riding at the beginning and after every break or 
regroup. 

 Inform the Coordinator if you have to leave the group early.

 Inform the Coordinator if you wish to alter the ride.

 Ride at your own pace, regroup at junctions and intersections. After each stop the Coordinator or 
delegate will check that all in the group are present.

 When recommencing after each stop check that all in the group are underway.

 Be courteous at all times. 

 Thank the Coordinator for leading the ride.



Safety in HWC Group Riding 
(document version-MCJAug2019)

 For those new to HWC group cycling some may prefer to ride near the rear of the group, as this allows more 
time for sudden gear changes and direction changes.

 Ride at a predictable pace and in a straight line, (no wandering all over the road)

 Do not overlap your front wheel with the back wheel of the bike ahead. 

 On busy roads and on narrow roads, ride in single file and in small groups (no more than six in a bunch) to 
eliminate frustrated drivers wanting to overtake.

 When crossing traffic flows judge for yourself when it is safe – don’t blindly follow the rider in front.

 Let traffic pass when it is safe to do so. 

 Call ‘Car Back!’ to riders ahead if a car is behind you, or overtaking.

 Warn cyclists ahead if you intend to overtake.

 Always check behind before you overtake the cyclists in front.

 Do not pass other cyclists on the inside (i.e. not on the left hand side).

 Be aware that your voice may not carry if there is wind or other noise. Ensure any warning you give is 
understood.

 Use unambiguous, recognised hand signals. 

 Use a hand signal before pulling off the road for any reason.

 When stopping for any reason clearly signal and call your intention by saying “stopping”. and be sure to get 
out of the way of other riders, or vehicles, as rapidly as possible. Don’t force people to swerve or brake 
suddenly. 

 Warn of stones, branches etc. and indicate pot holes by small circular gestures.

 Alert the group, so the Coordinator knows if you need to pull off the road for more than a moment, for any 
reason, including a comfort stop. 

 If a cyclist pulls over for any reason, another cyclist should check that they are OK, and let the Coordinator 
know if there is a problem.

 Check for other cyclists and traffic before re-entering the road.

 On busy roads show courtesy to allow a cyclist to quickly re-enter the group

  Roads, footpaths, cycleways, shared paths etc. are to be shared with other users.  Be courteous to other road 
and path users.

  When approaching pedestrians from behind sound the bell and do not speed, particularly when children or 
domestic pets are present.

 Be aware that if you are dealing with glaring sunshine, so are drivers.

 Assume that parked car doors will be opened and ride at a safe distance from them.

 Always wear safety colours and use bike lights.

 Always wear a bike safety helmet that complies with Australian standards whether or not on a public road.


